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Transient current spectroscopy of a quantum dot in the Coulomb blockade regime
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~Received 1 November 2000; published 6 February 2001!

Transient current spectroscopy is proposed and demonstrated in order to investigate the energy relaxation
inside a quantum dot in the Coulomb blockade regime. We employ a fast pulse signal to excite an AlGaAs/
GaAs quantum dot to an excited state, and analyze the nonequilibrium transient current as a function of the
pulse length. The amplitude and time constant of the transient current are sensitive to the ground and excited
spin states. We find that the spin-relaxation time is longer than, at least, a fewms.
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Electron spin in a semiconductor quantum dot~QD! has
been intensively studied as a candidate for quantum infor
tion storage in the solid state and single spintronics in wh
a single spin state determines the transport through
dot.1–3 Electronic QD’s, in which discrete energy states a
filled up with a controllable number of electrons, show va
ous spin-related phenomena, including spin degeneracy
change interaction, spin blockade, and Kondo physics4–7

These conventional dc transport studies measure the ov
of the dot state to the reservoir. However, the transitio
between these dot states, which are responsible for the
pling to the environment, should strongly reflect the char
teristics of the states by analogy with the selection rules
absorption and emission processes in real atoms. Electr
states in a solid are easily coupled to the lattice environm
while atomic states couple strongly to an electromagn
environment. Theory predicts that the energy relaxation t
of an excited state~ES! in a QD is of the order of nanosec
onds if the transition is accompanied by acoustic phon
emission, provided the spin is neglected.8 By contrast, it
should be extremely long if the transition involves a sp
flip.9 Spin conservation during a transition is a selection r
for artificial atoms. Several experimental reports address
relaxation QD’s, however, the relaxation is considered to
an electron-phonon interaction without spin flip.10–12

Here we report on a pulse-excited transport measurem
designed to estimate the energy relaxation time from an
to the ground state~GS! in a QD. We find that the relaxation
time is short~less than a few ns! if the transition conserves
the total spin, while it is very long~more than a fewms! if
the transition involves a spin flip. We also find that the sp
state can be investigated using transient current spectros
because of the spin conservation rule.

A QD ~addition energyEadd of about 2 meV, single-
particle energy spacingD of 100–300meV, number of elec-
tronsN,50! is weakly coupled to the left and the right lea
@see Fig. 1~a!#.12–14 We made the tunneling rate of the le
barrier,GL , much larger than that of the right barrierGR by
roughly tuning the gate voltages,VL andVR . Fine tuning of
VR effectively changes the electrostatic potential of the
allowing us to see one of the Coulomb blockade~CB! oscil-
lations, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. If the incoming tunnel rate is
smaller than the outgoing tunnel rate~negative bias voltage
Vb,0, in our experiments!, the currentI is given by the rate
0163-1829/2001/63~8!/081304~4!/$15.00 63 0813
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GR,i through the thick barrier to thei th empty state located in
the transport window~between the left and right Fermi en
ergies,mL and mR , respectively!; I 5eSGR,i . The current
increases stepwise when an energy levelEi enters the trans-
port window atmR5Ei , as indicated by the solid lines. Al
the energy states in a QD can be detected in this way, un
the coupling to the leads is to too weak. We can also estim
each rateGR,i from the appropriate current step heights.4

The magnetic field~B! dependence of the excitation spe
trum 2dI/dVR at Vb521 mV ~small incoming rate! is
shown in Fig. 3~a!. The GS and ES’s appear as positi

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic setup for the pulse measurements. All
measurements are performed at a temperature of 150 mK in a m
netic field, B50 – 2 T, perpendicular to the substrate.~b! Typical
pulse waveform obtained by time-domain reflectometry.~c! Sche-
matic pulse train used in the measurement.~d!–~f! Schematic en-
ergy diagrams.~d! Both the excited state~ES! of energyEe , and
the ground state~GS! of energyEg become empty before the pulse
~e! The transient current through the ES continues until the GS
occupied.~f! The stable current through the GS persists during
pulse.
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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peaks, which are plotted separately in Fig. 3~d!. The orbital
characteristics of the states are manifested by theB depen-
dence on energy and the current amplitude~‘‘magnetic
fingerprint’’!.5,6,15 The complicatedB dependence is a resu
of crossings or anticrossings between different energy st
in the QD. The first ES in theN-electron stripe has the sam
B dependence as the GS of the (N11)-electron stripe. Simi-
lar correlations in neighboring stripes betweenN21 andN
12, and no even-odd effects due to spin degeneracy are
in the spectrum, as reported for low-symmetry QD’s15 Even
though the Zeeman energy~about 20 meV/T! is much
smaller thanD, many-body effects give rise to the appea
ance of spin-polarized states even in a weak magnetic fi
The energy relaxation from an ES to the GS strongly
pends on their spin states.

In order to investigate the energy relaxation time fro
such ES’s to the GS, we use a pulse excitation to push
system out of equilibrium. We apply a pulse signal to t
right gate to modulate the electrostatic potential of the
@see Figs. 1~a!–1~c!#, and measure the nonequilibrium tra
sient current in the following way. During the steady sta

FIG. 2. ~a! Single-electron tunneling current for various bi
voltages,Vb . Each trace is shifted by 5 pA for clarity.~b! Pulse-
excited current for various pulse height,Vp . Each line is shifted for
clarity. At 1.0 T, the stable currentg through the GS@see Fig. 1~f!#
and the transient currente1 through the first ES@see Fig. 1~e!# are
clearly seen. The upper trace measured at 1.4 T shows no tran
current.~c! and ~d! The average number of tunneling electrons p
pulse,^ng& for a stable current through the GS~open symbols! and
^ne& for a transient current through the ES~filled symbols!. The
dashed and the solid lines are fitted to the data with a linear an
exponential function, respectively. Tunneling rates for~d! are much
smaller than that for~d!. Conditions:~c! is at B51.1 T for theN
11 electron state~GR,g526 MHz, GR,e5100 MHz, GL /GR;15!
and ~d! is at B51.35 T for theN electron state~GR,g51.1 MHz,
GR,e54.2 MHz, GL /GR;300!.
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before the pulse@Fig. 1~d!#, both the ES and the GS for
particular number of electrons are located abovemL andmR
for a sufficiently long period to ensure that these states
completely empty. The positive pulse lowers the potentia
the dot by 100–800meV, which is smaller thanEadd . This
means the GS and the ES cannot be simultaneously occu
due to CB. If the potential is lowered so that only the ES
located in the transport window@Fig. 1~e!#, transport through
the ES continues until the GS becomes occupied. First
electron tunnels into the ES or the GS with a probabil
ratio, GL,e :GL,g . If an electron is injected into the ES, it ca
relax to the GS, or tunnel to the right lead to give a n
current. The transport is transient, being blocked once the
is occupied. We chose asymmetric barriers,GL@GR , such
that an electron can stay in the ES for a long time. Thus,
decay time,t, of the transient current should reflect the e
ergy relaxation rate,W, from the ES to the GS.

We can relatet andW from the rate equations,

d

dt
re5GL,e~12re2rg!2GR,ere2Wre ,

ent
r

an

FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a!–~c! Color plots of ~a! 2dI/dVR at Vb5
21 mV ~small incoming rate!, ~b! dI/dVR at Vb51 mV ~small out-
going rate!, and ~c! pulse-excited current,I at Vb520.1 mV, Vp

.10 mV, andtp /t r520 ns/100 ns. The upper and lower stripes c
respond, respectively, to theN11 andN electron states in the dot
To obtain the best contrast in images~a!–~c!, we multiplied the
trace at eachB by a smoothly varying function ofB, and magnified
the intensity of the lower stripe by a factor of eight.~d! Traces of
GS and ES’s extracted from~a!–~c!. The thick lines,Eg

N andEg
N11,

represent the GS energies. The thin lines represent their ES’s.
dashed line is the upper boundary of the excitation spectrum de
mined byuVbu. The transient current observed near the crosshatc
regions exhibits a long relaxation time. Vertical dot-dash lines
and II, indicate the conditions used in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.
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d

dt
rg5~GR,g1GL,g!~12re2rg!1Wre , ~1!

by taking into account all the tunneling processes sho
schematically in Fig. 1~e!. Here re and rg are the average
electron numbers in the ES and the GS, respectively~re
5rg50 at the beginning of the pulset50, and 0<re1rg
<1 is satisfied due to CB!. We obtain a formre(t)5A(1
2e2Ft)e2Dt, assumingGL@GR and W,GL,e1GL,g ~valid
for the visible current!. A.GL,e /(GL,e1GL,g) is the injec-
tion efficiency into the ES. The filling rate,F.GL,g1GL,e ,
is so large~about 1 GHz in our experiment! that e2Ft;0 in
our time domain. The decay rate

D5W1GR,e~12A!, ~2!

contains information aboutW. The average number of tun
neling electrons,̂ ne&, can be written aŝne&.*GR,eredt
5AGR,e(12e2Dt)/D, and can be compared with the expe
ments described below.

In addition to the transient current, we can also meas
the stable current through the GS as a reference. The ES
GS become empty before the pulse, and only the GS con
utes to the stable current during the pulse@Fig. 1~f!#. Because
there is no current blocking for the stable current, the av
age number of tunneling electrons,^ng&, should be^ng&
5GR,gt.

We apply a square pulse wave form through a dc blo
~low-frequency cutoff at 700 Hz! and a low-loss coaxia
cable~about 3 m long with a loss of,3 dB for dc–10 GHz!.
There is no termination near the sample, and the refle
pulse, as shown in Fig. 1~b!, is more or less the actual puls
wave form at the gate. The rise time~about 0.2 ns! of the
pulse is faster thanGL,g

21 ~typically about 1 ns!, so the GS is
not immediately occupied. The pulse, whose length,tp , is
varied from 10 ns to 10ms, is repeated at a repetition tim
t r , and the average current is measured.

Figure 2~b! shows one of the CB oscillations under pul
excitation. The bias voltage (Vb50.1 mV) is sufficiently
large to saturate the current, but is still small to enha
energy resolution. The application of the pulse signal sp
the single peak into two. Peakg corresponds to the stabl
current through the GS for the duration of the pulse (tp), and
the large peak on the far right is also related to the curr
through the GS but only for the duration oft r2tp . The extra
peake1 is the transient current through the first ES, and
appears between the two split peaks when the pulse he
Vp , is increased further. The spacing between peaksg ande1
corresponds to the energy spacing between the GS and
ES. Each peak broadens with increasingVp . Probably this is
due to the weak ringing structure seen in the pulse wavef
or heating effects. The pulse signal also induces extra pu
ing current, which is very slightly visible between two pea
in the trace atB51.4 T in Fig. 2~b! @also visible as blue
region in Fig. 3~c!#.

We investigated the transient and stable currents a
function of the pulse length,tp . We can obtain the averag
numbers of tunneling electrons per pulse,^ng& for the stable
current through the GS, and̂ne& for the transient curren
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through the ES from theIt r /e value for each peak currentI.
Figures 2~c! and 2~d! are the results from different electro
numbers in the dot. For both cases,^ng& depends linearly on
tp , indicating a continuous current flow. Because tunnel
rates are different, the characteristic time scale is differe
For the transient current,̂ne& shows saturation behavior
which can be fitted well with the single exponential functio
;(12e2t/r). Data for a constant duty ratio (tp /t r50.2) and
for a fixed repetition time (t r5200 ns) coincide very well
@Fig. 2~c!#.

In principle,W can be derived fromD51/t using Eq.~2!.
We can experimentally derive the tunneling rates,GR,g and
GR,e from the dc measurement, butGL,e /GL,g5GR,e /GR,g is
assumed in order to obtainA. TheGR,e(12A) is estimated to
be about 20 MHz forD522 MHz in Fig. 2~c!, and 0.8 MHz
for D50.5 MHz in Fig. 2~d!. In both cases and also for mo
of the ES’s that appear in the transient current@see cross-
hatch regions in Fig. 3~d!#, W is too small to estimate with
this technique, and we can conclude the relaxation time
longer than, at least, 2ms for the ES.

By contrast, if the relaxation is very fast~W@GR,e and
Wtp@1!, the transient current,I 5eAGR,e /Wtr , becomes
very small. The upper bound of a measurableW is 0.2–1
GHz under our experimental conditions~current sensitivity
of 50 fA and shortesttp of 10 ns!. We find a small transien
current for the specific ESe @see Fig. 3~d!# at B
51.1– 1.2 T, and estimate the relaxation time to be abou
ns. This is the only case where we were able to determine
actual relaxation time. Other ES’s missing in the transi
current spectroscopy can have a shorter relaxation time. N
that we cannot rule out other experimental reasons for
absence of other ES’s, namely that the injection efficiencA
can be extremely small, or that the peak is greatly broade
by the pulse.

The relaxation is either too fast or too slow to allow th
relaxation time to be estimated by our technique. We ar
that the significantly different relaxation times are the res
of spin conservation during the relaxation. If the ES and
have the same spin, the electron in the ES quickly relaxe
the GS as a result of electron-phonon interaction~typically
about 1 ns!.8,11 By contrast, if they have different spins, th
relaxation time is limited by the spin-flip process. Spin c
herence time in bulk GaAs can exceed 100 ns2. Most of the
spin-relaxation mechanisms discussed for 3D or 2D electr
in GaAs are suppressed for 0D states of QD’s. We expec
extremely long spin relaxation time~.10 ms! due to a small
admixture of different spin states.9 This is beyond our ex-
perimental limit~a fewms!, and explains the long-lived ES’
we observed. In this case the long-lived ES should have
ferent spins from that of the GS. In our experiment, the Z
man splitting is small and unresolved. Thus the difference
the total spin is responsible for the long energy relaxat
time and for the appearance of the transient current.

We can also confirm the existence of the long-lived ES
qualitatively from the dc current,16 when the outgoing tun-
neling rate is much smaller than the incoming tunneling r
~simply making the bias voltage large and positive in o
experiment!. An electron in the ES escapes to the right le
4-3
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either directly at rateGR,e or via the GS@see energy diagram
of inset in Fig. 3~b!#. If W@GR,e , the electrons can alway
escape from the GS. Thus the current is given byeGR,g ,
regardless of whether the ES is located in the transport w
dow or not. If W,GR,e and GR,eÞGR,g , the transport
through the ES can be distinguished from that through
GS. In this case, another current step appears, for examp
mL5Ee1 as indicated in Fig. 2~a!. It should be noted that the
magnitude of a current step for the ES is a complicated fu
tion of the tunneling rates,17 and a simple discussion base
on the dc current can sometimes be unreliable. Neverthe
we believe that a qualitative analysis of the dc characteris
is useful if the tunneling rates are adjusted properly to d
tinguish the spin states. TheB dependence of the spectru
dI/dVR at Vb51 mV @Fig. 3~b!# is almost the same as tha
found from transient current spectroscopy@Fig. 3~c!#, al-
though the peaks in Fig. 3~c! are broadened by the puls
irradiation.

We can speculate on the characteristics of the ene
states from theirB dependence summarized in Fig. 3~d!. At
B51.2– 2 T, where edge states are developing in the
some states~a, b, g, b8, g8, andd8! are energetically de
creasing with increasingB. These states can be assigned
the lowest. Landau level, although they have different an
lar momentum ~slightly different slopes in the B
dependence!.6 Some of the ES’s~b and g8! have an ex-
tremely long relaxation time@Fig. 2~d! is taken for the state
b at B51.35 T#, even though the GS and the ES are spatia
overlapped.18 It has been reported that the relaxation time
long if the two states are spatially separated12 or when the
two states are attributed to different edge states,19,20 but this
is not the case here.
d
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Although we do not see clear spin-pairing in the GS
specific ES’s are parallel to the GS’s~e.g., the GSz and the
ESj at B50.2– 0.6 I!. A parallel pair of the states is likely to
have the same orbital character but with different total spiS
due to exchange interactions.5 Actually the ESj exhibits a
transient current with a relaxation time longer than 70
The signal in the dc transport with small outgoing tunneli
rate @Fig. 3~b!# also indicates a long lifetime for the ESj.
This evidence supports the idea of spin conservation.

Conversely, the QD spin state can be investigated us
transient current spectroscopy based on the spin conserv
rule. The transient current has a long time constant for
first ES if it has a different total spin from the GS, and al
generally for the higher ES if it has a different total sp
from any lower-lying states. We see some long lived ES
cross with the GS~e.g., the statej becomes GS atB
;0.9 T!, indicating that the total spin of the GS changes
this B. The simple spin-conservation model, however, can
explain the level crossing itself. The long-lived ES’s a
sometimes terminated by a crossing with the GS or w
another~short-lived! ES. If the total spin does not change
the crossing, the long-lived ES’s should also remain, but
is not the case. The problem of sensitivity must be stud
further.

In summary, we investigated the energy relaxation time
ES’s in QD’s using a pulse-excitation measurement. W
found that the spin-relaxation time is longer than, at lea
few ms which is attractive for spin-related QD application

We thank D. G. Austing, A. V. Khaetskii, L. P. Kouwen
hoven, K. Muraki, M. Stopa, and S. Tarucha for valuab
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